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Abstract. Event-based software tracing is a common technique for de-
veloping and optimizing parallel applications. It provides valuable infor-
mation to application designers. This paper discusses software tracing on
the Cell Broadband Engine, a heterogeneous multi-core processor, which
is widely used in video game consoles, blade servers, and even super-
computer studies. However, the complex design of the Cell architecture
poses challenging problems to developers. Our new monitoring approach
improves this situation significantly as it visualizes Cell specific events
on the SIMD cores that are usually hidden to programmers. We use the
Vampir tool suite for visualization. Our design seamlessly integrates with
the respective MPI monitor which additionally enables the tracking of
large hybrid Cell/MPI applications.

1 Introduction

Today, multi-core technology is available for many processor families. The Cell
Broadband Engine (CBE) is one example that has caught the attention of both
industry and academia. The first processor generation targets a large volume
market being part of the Playstation 3. It is also used in blade servers. The sec-
ond generation will probably drive the first petaflop supercomputer [1]. Recent
publications [2,9] show first promising results to use the CBE for scientific appli-
cations. However, the heterogeneous CBE Architecture is sophisticated in many
aspects: Similarities with general purpose processors are confined to a common
PowerPC core (PPE) that allows conventional software to run without modi-
fications at moderate speeds. It is necessary to use the additional SIMD cores
called Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs) to fully exploit the potential of
the processor. This step is attractive but difficult as dealing with parallelization
and new architectural concepts is required. Therefore, developers need tool sup-
port to deal with the complex on-chip situation that used to be ”reserved” to
multi-processor systems in the past.

This paper provides a concept for event-based software tracing on the CBE.
Software tracing allows to record detailed program log files (traces) at runtime.
Thus, important events of the program flow and their corresponding point in time
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can be displayed in a very helpful way. Conventional tools only cover the PPE
which is of limited use. Our approach generates comprehensive program traces
of the entire system and thereby supports the complex process of CBE software
development. System concepts like the SPE threads, mailbox communication,
and memory access via DMA transfers become more transparent. Existing MPI
tracing features are retained to display conventional PPE processes communi-
cating via message passing and their corresponding SPE threads at the same
time. Such hybrid programs are very likely on future HPC systems.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives background information on
the CBE and its already available tools for performance evaluation. Our com-
prehensive software tracing design for the Cell platform and a reference imple-
mentation is explained in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results we obtained.
Section 5 concludes this paper and sketches ideas for future work.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Cell Broadband Engine

The Cell Broadband Engine is a heterogeneous multi-core processor jointly de-
veloped by IBM, Sony, and Toshiba. The processor incorporates one PowerPC
Processor Element (PPE), eight Synergistic Processor Elements (SPEs), a mem-
ory controller, an I/O interface, and a high-speed bus on one chip (see Fig. 1).

PPE

SPE

Element Interconnect Bus
I/O

SPE SPE SPE

SPE SPE SPE SPE

RAM

Fig. 1. Cell Broadband Engine

The PPE can be programmed like an ordinary PowerPC. For the SPEs, the
programmer needs to write a separate program and pay attention to the charac-
teristics of the CBE Architecture. SPEs have 256 KB of on-chip memory (Local
Store, LS) that holds both data and instructions. This memory has its own ad-
dress space and is not a cache. Data from main memory or other resources has to
be transferred into the LS using a DMA engine that is associated with the SPE.
Furthermore, the LS of each SPE is memory mapped into the virtual address
space of the PPE process. Therefore, a DMA command on the SPE may access
the main memory as well as the LS of another SPE – the latter resulting in
an extremely fast on-chip transfer. DMA transfers are one-sided. Therefore, the
partner is unaware of the ongoing communication and the events for both start-
ing and finishing a DMA communication happen on the same unit. For fast short
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message communication between cores, the CBE Architecture features mailbox
channels. They can be used for synchronization and are an interesting target for
our tracing as well as DMA transfers.

2.2 Vampir Tool Suite

Vampir [3] is a tool for performance analysis and optimization that enables de-
velopers to quickly display program behavior at any level of detail. It converts
performance data obtained from a program into different views and supports
navigation and zooming within these displays. Vampir thereby helps to identify
inefficient code parts that should be improved. A special focus lies on the visual-
ization of communication and synchronization constructs in parallel programs.
Huge data volumes can be analyzed with a parallel version of Vampir. Trace
files are generated with the performance monitor VampirTrace [7]. Its output
files comply with the Open Trace Format (OTF) [8]. Both VampirTrace and a
reference implementation of OTF are available as Open Source.

2.3 Cell Enabled Software Tracing Tools

To the knowledge of the authors, there are two tracing tools available for Cell
systems. Paraver [10] can be used to analyze and visualize MPI and OpenMP
programs. It supports hardware performance counters and provides a GUI for
trace data visualization. An instrumentation package for the Cell platform is
included. It supports basic manual instrumentation of SPE code but does not
automatically cover SPE communication facilities. A combination with standard
MPI tracing is possible. The Cell BE Performance Debugging Tool (PDT) [6] is
the second tracing representative. It instruments selected functions of the Cell
SDK in order to generate trace files. Re-linking and re-compiling the PPE and
SPE code are required respectively. Additionally, the PDT kernel module needs
to be installed. Tracing of cross-blade applications using MPI is not supported.
The Eclipse-based visualization presents the data in a basic timeline view.

3 Design of the Tracing Infrastructure

3.1 Overview

The PPE of the CBE is a conventional PowerPC core. In principle, tracing of
PPE events can be carried out with standard monitoring tools. However, the
PPE needs to manage several tasks to incorporate the SPEs into the data acqui-
sition. First of all, the SPE thread creation needs to be detected. This includes
synchronization of the PPE and all SPE hardware timers. Furthermore, the
SPE’s Local Store is too small to hold extensive SPE trace data. Therefore, the
PPE process also needs to take care of buffers in main memory that can be ac-
cessed by the SPEs. Those buffers need to be post-processed and written to trace
files by the PPE. Last but not least, CBE features like mailbox communication
with the SPEs need to be added to the PPE monitor.
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A tracing concept for SPE programs needs to be designed with the overall
CBE Architecture in mind. Our approach is shown in Fig. 2. Instrumented SPE
programs produce performance events at runtime. These events are stored in
a small trace buffer located in Local Store. As soon as the buffer is full the
following happens: 1) A DMA transfer is started to copy the buffer to main
memory, 2) the SPE program keeps running and uses a second buffer to store
the trace information, 3) the monitor switches back to the first buffer when the
second buffer is full. Assuming that the DMA transfer of buffer 1 already finished
at this point, program perturbation is very small (see Section 4.2). This concept
works for one SPE as well as for 16 parallel SPEs on an IBM QS20/QS21 blade
with two CBE processors in an SMP configuration. The processing of the SPE
trace buffers and the trace file generation is done after the program has finished.
This minimizes the overhead on the PPE during the actual program run.
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Fig. 2. Trace Design Overview

3.2 Prototype Implementation

We verified our approach in the scope of the trace monitor VampirTrace (see
Section 2.2). As stated above, tracing of PPE events works out of the box with
manual or compiler instrumentation. To trace a CBE program it needs to be re-
compiled and linked with special PPE and SPE monitor libraries. Furthermore,
”wrapper” header files need to be included to allow tracing of functions provided
by Cell SDK headers. Minor source code modifications provide SPE thread regis-
tration in VampirTrace, timer synchronization, and SPE trace buffer processing.
Moreover, SPE user functions can be instrumented by using the provided macros.
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3.3 Event Model

Our implementation enables support of the following CBE specific events:

– Enter and exit of SPE user functions
– Start of a DMA transfer on an SPE: Event information includes address,

size, DMA tag, and type (get/put) of the transfer
– Wait for a DMA transfer tag to finish: Resulting in two trace events (before

and after the command) to determine the waiting time
– Send and receive mailbox messages between PPE and SPE including markers

to determine the waiting time

The address of a DMA transfer is useful during trace buffer post-processing to
find out the target of the DMA transfer. We can currently distinguish between
main memory and the SPE’s Local Store. Support for other memory mapped
targets such as I/O buffers can be included easily.

3.4 Visualization

The Vampir tool (see Section 2.2) provides the graphical presentation of our
CBE trace files. Some aspects of the Cell architecture need to be examined
with respect to visualization. The left illustration in Fig. 3 shows a conventional
MPI communication where the send and the receive events occur on different
locations. In contrast to this two-sided communication, a DMA transfer on the
CBE is one-sided, i. e., starting of transfers and waiting for their completion
happens at the same location. Displaying these transfers like MPI communication
would mislead users. In case of a DMA get operation, its start event would be
visually assigned to a location which was not the trigger. Furthermore, puts and
gets would be indistinguishable. We therefore introduce an additional vertical
line that helps to identify the active and the passive partner of the transfer.
Fig. 3 illustrates the concept for both DMA get and DMA put operations.

DMA transfers on Cell have an asynchronous nature. They are non-blocking
and immediately return after the transfer was triggered. The DMA transfer
has to be concluded by a proper wait command prior to using its payload. It
stalls until the transfer is finished or returns immediately if it has already been
finished before. Therefore, we measure the time before (t1) and after (t2) the
call. Fig. 4 illustrates this concept. If t1 and t2 differ by more than one time
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Fig. 3. Conventional two-sided MPI communication (left) vs. one-sided DMA get (cen-
ter) and put (right) on the Cell Broadband Engine
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Fig. 4. Asynchronous DMA communication on the Cell Broadband Engine

step, we can conclude that t2 reflects the transfer finish time. Consequently, a
bandwidth calculation based on t0 and t2 is correct (unless the wait command
refers to multiple DMA transfers). Furthermore, we can introduce a new time
period between t1 and t2 that represents the actual wait phase. If the wait call
returned immediately (t2−t1 ≤ 1), we can conclude that the DMA transfer most
likely finished before t1. Bandwidth calculations based on those events do only
indicate a lower bound of the physical transfer rate.

Our proposal for CBE trace visualization is depicted in Fig. 5. The PPE pro-
cess and its SPE threads are individually assigned to a horizontal bar, similar to
the processes of MPI parallel programs. An important point is to correctly iden-
tify the passive partner of a DMA transfer. Triggered on an SPE, it may access
the main memory as well as another SPE’s Local Store. The latter case can be
easily displayed as a line between two SPE bars as illustrated in Phase 4 of Fig. 5.
For the former case we introduce an additional horizontal bar that represents the
main memory. Consequently, a main memory access of an SPE is illustrated by a
line connecting the SPE and the memory bar (Phase 1 of Fig. 5). Lines between a
PPE process and an SPE thread refer to mailbox communication between these
two partners (Phase 2 and 3 of Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5. Visualization of different Cell communication primitives

3.5 Hybrid MPI/Cell Analysis

VampirTrace is able to monitor large-scale MPI applications. This feature is not
affected by our extensions for the CBE. Consider an IBM QS20/QS21 blade
server with two Cell processors each running an MPI process that starts eight
SPE threads. In this case Vampir shows two PPE processes, both with eight SPE
threads and their individual main memory bar. MPI communication between
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the PPE processes is visualized as well. Large Cell clusters using MPI could be
effectively analyzed using our extended Vampir framework. Even hybrid systems
using CBE as well as x86 processors form no exception in this regard.

4 Results

4.1 Tracing Examples

We generated several traces on an IBM BladeCenter QS20/QS21 to evaluate
our prototype implementation. Two examples of SPE main memory access are
illustrated in Fig. 6. In the first one, SPE 2 loads data from main memory to its
Local Store (DMA get). There is only one active transfer at a time. The SPE
waits for the transfer to finish before it starts the next one. In the second exam-
ple1, SPE 1 stores data to main memory (DMA put) with interleaved transfers
(double buffering).

Fig. 6. Top: DMA transfers from main memory to SPE 2 (get). Bottom: Interleaved
DMA transfers from SPE 1 to main memory (put).

The example in Fig. 7 shows the difference between two mailbox implemen-
tations. On the left, standard send/receive mailbox messages on the PPE are
presented. On the very right, its direct problem state implementation [5] is de-
picted, which is significantly faster.

Local Store to Local Store DMA transfers between two pairs of SPEs are
depicted in Fig. 8. Additionally, it illustrates specific message characteristics and

1 Vampir uses numbers as shortcut for region names (“20” instead of “dma wait”).
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Fig. 7. Mailbox messages between PPE and SPEs: Slow regular (left) vs. fast direct
problem state (right) implementation

Fig. 8. Top: LS-to-LS DMA transfers between two pairs of SPEs (get). Bottom left:
Characteristics of selected transfer. Bottom right: Average transfer rates in GB/s.

transfer rates. The selected message has a size of 16 KB and took 0.77 μs; the
corresponding bandwidth is 19.8 GB/s. The displayed tag information (2) reflects
the DMA tag of the transfer. It can be used for message filtering and other
Vampir features. The bottom right part of Fig. 8 shows average DMA transfer
rates per SPE. We use individual communicators to provide a logical separation
of the SPEs.

The runtime behavior of IBM’s Fast Fourier Transform example implementa-
tion is compared for two different page sizes in Fig. 9. The first FFT run used
a page size of 64 KB and resulted in 6.13 GFLOPS. Its trace (top) reveals that
significant time is spent waiting for DMA transfers. The second trace shows
the same situation with huge pages (16 MB). There is much less wait time and
the FFT performance raises to 25.25 GFLOPS. Both examples show the same
synchronization point. The four SPEs use mailbox communication to report the
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Fig. 9. FFT workload with 4 SPEs at synchronization point; Top: Page size = 64 KB
(6.13 GFLOPS); Bottom: Page size = 16 MB (25.25 GFLOPS)

completion to the PPE. Shortly after, the PPE sends mailbox messages to the
SPEs that start the next calculation.

4.2 Trace Overhead and Performance Impact

Our software tracing approach introduces certain overhead sources. The transfer
of trace buffers from Local Store to main memory consumes memory bandwith
which depends on the average trace event rate. Furthermore, the trace buffers
and the monitor on an SPE need Local Store memory that cannot be used by
the application anymore. Currently, our implementation needs less than 12 KB
out of 256 KB. If the trace events occur at a very high rate, trace buffers may
not be flushed quickly enough via DMA. In this unlikely case, the SPE program
stalls until a buffer is available. Finally, each trace event on an SPE requires a
function call into the trace library and the generation of the trace buffer entry.

We conducted several measurements with different Cell applications to quan-
tify the overhead of our trace monitor. All experiments have been carried out
using 8 SPEs and a page size of 64 KB. The FFT workload described in Sec-
tion 4.1 slows down by 0.7% from originally 11.93 GFLOPS to 11.85 GFLOPS
with tracing enabled. The fast matrix multiplication described in [4] drops by
1.3% from 203.25 GFLOPS to 200.73 GFLOPS.
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The trace monitor also affects the PPE program. However, the overhead for
both the SPE thread creation and post-processing the SPE trace data does not
affect the runtime behavior of SPE programs.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We presented a general concept for software tracing on the Cell Broadband
Engine Architecture that allows to monitor program behavior and various means
of communication, both on-chip and off-chip. We verified our new ideas in the
scope of the Vampir tool suite and generated program traces that demonstrate
the new possibilities. The visualization allows developers to gain new insights
into the runtime behavior of their Cell applications. Furthermore, large hybrid
MPI/Cell applications can be studied at a high level of detail. Our new approach
generates less than 3% overhead for common applications. Future work will be
carried out on even more sophisticated Cell support like automatic alignment
checks for optimal DMA performance.
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